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?REFACE

.

The UM- waS established in 1976, with funding from the National

Institute for. Handicapped Research, in response to the mandate of the

Rehabilitation Act of 197.3 that programs and proeks be evaluated in

the state4ederal program. The UM-RRI efforts.are dilrected toward re-

search and related activities to assist states in evaluating management

practides.and-service del ivery systems.

The UM-RRI has been working on several long and short range,objec-

tiVes in rehabilitation program evalution to

1. Develop alternative conceptual models that may be used as a
framework for, comprehensive program evaluation in the state-
federal rehabilitation program.

..... .
.

`-2. Conduct research on exist ink, program evaluation instruments to
..,14",. deterillne their feasibility for current use and. to determine

,
their Aeed for additional development and validation

. IdentifY, desigr, st, validate, demonstrate, and dis-
minate program ev luatiOn instruments; techniques, and

methodologies that e consistent with conceptual models for
commhensive program evaluation in rehabilitation

/-

4. .Develop criteria for designing, deve4ping, testing, and
-validating new and existing program evieluation instruments,

techniques, and.methodologies that consider measurement of
impact, effectiveness, effort, efficiency and output

. This investigation ink° similar benefits in rehabilitation is

viewed as part of the UM-RRI/a mandate in program.evaluation. Feed-

back about This report is invited.

Ann Arbor
JOne 1981.'

Iso

RalphM.Crystal



INTRODUCTION

The purposgel this project, undertaken by The University of Michigan
16 ,

Rehabilitation Resea \ch In.stitgte (UM -RRI), in conjunction with the

Virginia Department of Rehabilitative Services (DRS) model program
44

evaluation.unit, was to examine the issue of similar benefits-in the

state-federal rehabilitation program. .The intent of the projectas to

(a) identify issues related to similar benefits, (b) develop training

materials to assist state rehabilitation agency personnel in the use of

similar benefits, and (c) develop evaluation procedures to'document the

impact of similar benefits on the state rehabilitation agency.

The funding for this project was through the Virginia DRS model

program evaluation/manageinent information support unit. The,project was

supported through the task related to the building of new revaluation

capacity which can be generalized to other statics. The overall model

unit project is sponsored by the Rehabilitation Services Adminigtration

(RSA), The Model Evaluation Units (MEU's) were initially funded. in six

states "by RSA in October, 19,81. 211e objectives for the MEU's were to
io

(a) develop a prbgram evaluation model in state// rehabilitation agencies

-in which comprehensive program and policy systems are linked by appro-

\ priate eval ation data; (b) field test and evaluate tle. effectiveness

of the revis ederal program evaluation Standards and.the Facilities

Information Syste for state rehabilitation agency management; (c)

build new evalaatio capacity which can be generalized tolother states;

and (d) develop link es for a within-state agency and betw n-state

vi
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agency network, for communication, isseminitiA, and utilization of
, -

evaruation.topics, with special emphasis on developing and testing

withinthe Model Evaluation Units,

Stmilar Benefits Project

A major goal of similar benefits is to enable the state rehabilita-
,

'rron'agency to maintain the quality and quantity of clientisetvices,

in spite of financial'fluctuations and uncertainties, by obtaining ser-

vices from sources other than the state repabilitsation agency to meet,

in whole or in part, the cost of client services, It is anticipated
.

that through the utilization of similar benefits, additional clients

'will be served. The aVerall goal of this Ooject was, to develop a con-
k *

ceptual model for utilization of similar bene94.s within a state rehabili-

, tation agency. The specific objectives of theprojecti werec

1. To help insure that resources oththsn the state rehabilita-

tion agency'aie utilized to meet le service needs of clients.

2.. To identify similar benefits resod?ces and refine the existing

similar benefits directory

3. To examine the nature of interageru.linkages
a

4. To explore the development of a system for monitoring and

/ -eracking clients who are eligible and/or receiving similar

benefits

5. Tokdevelop a training program for counselors and agency ad- .

4
ministrators in fhe,use of similar benefits

6. ITo implement a similar benefits system in the state rehabilita-

tion agency

vii



To document through the program evaluation process the effective7

ness and impact of,the similar benefits program on Clients,

colinseAs, administrators, the community, and the rehabilita-'

tion agency

As ti4 projectfuogressed, issues were defined and the objettives

< of the projeCt.modified in light. of the needs of the Virginia DRS in

this area. As a result of the redefinition of issues, tiv final pro-
'1

duct (training material! for similar benefit usage) prepared by the

UM -RRI has been incorporated into four modules. Eacit can be used

separately ox in conjunition with one another. Thetiotlesof each are:.

Volume I:. Background, Hvi.sto* ry, and Issues

Volume II: Definitions, Pblicies, and,Procedures

Volume III: Directory), Checklist, an4 Reporting Systems

Volume Incentives, for CounselAers and Administrators

The following is,a brief description of each of these sections:

,Volume I: Backgro4nd, History and Issues

' This volume provides an'introduCtion to the nature of similar.bene-.

fits in the statelfederal rehabilitation program. The background and

legislative history of similar benefits are presented. Issues related

to the use of benefits are described and discuss11.1. $

Volume III Definition, Policies, and Procedures

A. working definition IA similar benefits is provided in this volgme.

Based on federal legislation, state mandates, and other infOrmation,

policies and procedures, relating to similar benefits are described. .

Volume III: Directory, Checklist,'"and Reporting Systems

This volume dontains directories, checklists, and reporting systems
c

for use in the similar benefits program. Many of the'se have been revised
4

A

viii
b

A
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1
from existing Virginia DRS documents. Explanations for each, with usage.

examples,, are provided.

.

,

"N
Volume

*
IV: Incentives for Counselors and AdministratOrs 1'

t .

Thig final velum discusses utilization incentive issues. Pro-
i'

cedures for evaluation and mRitoring, along with the description of the

role of counselor's and administrators in the'area of similar benefits

are also'presented.

t

r

4
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FREQUENTLYSKED QUESTIONS ABOUT SIMILAR BENEFITS_
. ,

The following are questions frequently asked

'The questions are presented in m jor topic areas!

according to any priority or degree of improtafice.

about similar'benefits.

They are not listed

Volume and page

numbers are provided for readers interested in further. discussion

particular questions.

Usage and Policy'Questions

1. What is the definition of similar benefits ?,

2. What pe of services and resources should

be .conSidered'as similar befits?

`" 3. `''Should the clients' financial ability to

pay.for part.of their rehabilitation pro-

gram count as a similar benefit?

4. Do different state interpretations of

Federal guidelines for utilizing similar

benefits (prevent the develltrpment of con-

sistent and standardized procedures

concerning similar benefit documentation

and evaluation?'
0

Documentation and Data\Coection Questions

1. What-lare.glternatives'-for reporting dollar

cost figuresof'similar benefits?

Volume,

II

II

on

1-4

2

19
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2. What are tile hidden costs in similar benefit

'utilizationZ
-

3. does the amount of money saved in similar

'benefit utilization justify the amount of

time spent pursuing similar benefits?

4,. Will 6fiabilitation funds be reduced if

A
similar beneEide/utilization is successful?

tZunselor Questions

1. What are the effects of similar,benefit

Vol me 14a2.

t,

'1 I ,

It;

y

utilization on caseload management? I . 30 -31,,

2. What is thicounselor's role in similar

benefit utilization? e

Doei similar benefit utilization'result

in loss of control or inadequate feedback

on clients utip.zing similar benefits?

4. How are speciality staff in

identifying and monitoring cl ients
. I

eligible for similar benefits?

Client Questions

1. Are thp quality of similar benefit

services equal to the services pro-

vided by VR?

2. What are potential client reactions and

feelings about,orking with multiple

4

agencies?

IV

I

42.-45

33-45

3-8

38-39

28-33,

38 ,

go."- ti

7

41

.1 . 41:42
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2. What are tie hidden costs in similar benefit

utilization? .

I .

3. does the amount of money saved in similar

'benefit utilization justify the amount of

time spent pursuing similar benefits?

4,. Will lefiabilitation funds be reduced if

similar benefit/utilization is successful?

C6unselor Questions

1. What are the effects of similar,benefit

utilization bn'caseload management?

2. What is thiicounselor's role in similar

benefit utilization? J

t. Doei similar benefit utilizationPresult

in loss of control or inadequate feedback

On clients utilizing similar benefits?

4. How are speciality staff in

identifying and monitoring clients

4 eligible for similar benefits?

Client Questions

1. Are thp quality of similar benefit

services equal to the services pro-

vided by VR?

. What are potential client reactions and

feelings aboutyarking with multiple

agencies?
we*

'I

Vol m
3

I . 42745

.

I , 33-45

IV 3-8

I . 30-310 38-39

I 28-33,

I 38 ,

IV 7

41
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3. 'What effect scan -spialat'benehtsutiliza-

.

tion have on clients adhieving tfieir"

..rehabilitation goalsg?

Sponsor and'Legislative Questions

1. Who pays for services'wheh two agercies

have legislation'to utilize the °tilts.;

agency's funds before their own? I .43-44

Volume

1.

I

Page

111-42.

A

2.. What are legislative reactions to

similar benefit utilization?

Cooperative Agreement Questions

1. What type of information is necessary

for effective agreements?

2. What are the responsibilities of.

administrators and counselors in

pc.operative agreements?

3. ,What type of documentation and feedback

is necessary for counselors concerning

outcome of similar benefit? I

-4. What types of confrcts'exist in

policies and regulations-ietween

agencies?
,

0

Incentive Questions
.

1. Does similiennefit utilization increase

the number of clients served?

xiii

14

IV

I

I

44

44 -45

.I 44 -45

IV

dr,

1-9



2.. Is ,similaf berrefit utilization a cost

)
saving' benefit?

1

Disincentive/Questions ".

1. Does similar.benefit utilization result
A

in service and time delays?

2 Does lack of feedback to counselors

concerning similar benefits affect

similar benefit utilization?

3 Does dimilar benefit utilizatId

result in excessive paperwork?

4. Will the rehabilitation agendy,lose

i.ts.identity as a result of similar

benefit utilization?

7

Volume Page

1-9

IV 3-6

IV 3-6

IV 3-6

1-9
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BACKGROUND,tHISTORY, AND ISSUES
,

4

° 4

4'.
-

This volume contains (a) the f,egislative background and history of

similar benefits, (b) a review,of liter atur relevant to similar bene-

fits'in rehabilftatioit and (c) a discusiion,3f issues relatea to the

-
impact of similar benefit programs and policies' on the state rehabilita-

.

tion Agency, rehabilitation counselors, Client's, program sponsors, and

the community. The legislative ba4kground of similar benefits parallels

the development of the state-federal rehabilitation program: The Litera-

/7.
ture feview focuse in part, legiAptive acts and similar benefit

studies conducted by The Urban Institute an an nBehab-*-lita-

*
tion Issues report published by the- Univerity of- Wisconsin - Stout.

Legislation'kelatO to Similar Benefits
,

in Rehabilitation

In the review ,of legislatioll,' mandates related to the development of

siilaribenefits in rehabilitation,are Presented. Legislative Acts will

. \. .

with
I

be discussed in chronological order, with a bri!f overview of the provi-
(

stons of the Acts, followed by a cliscusiion of the impact of each-Action
3

the, development of similar benefits within theltate.efecleral rehabilitation

6



program.

Smith-Fess Act

Similar benefits has' been an issue in rehabilitation.since Congress

passed the Smith.Fess Act in 1920 (Civilly' Rehabilitation Act of 1920

P.L. 66-236), creating what has become the state-federal rehabilitation 1 ,

program (McGowan & Porter, 1967).

This act encouraged states conducting rehabilitation programs to

provide clients with physical and mental restoration Services. The act

also encouraged the utilization Of social agencies, charitable organiza-

t

1.

ons, churches,
.

and employer-employee associations to obtain living

expenses and 'other maintenance services (Urban Institute, p. 5).
.\

Affough state agencies were encouraged inthe Smith-Fess Act to

obtain services from other sources or agencies,.it Gannot be concluded
\

that the state agencies.were obtaining similarA5enefits as we -know them.

Physical and mental restoration ancLmaintenance services were not man-

dated in the Smith-Fess ACt as services the rehabilitation avncy was

to provide. State agencies were not utilizing other resources to pro-

vide rehabilitation services that would otherwise be paid for by rehab-

'ilitation funds, State agencies %Jere utilizing agencies that provided

services required by their rehabilitation clients, but af the same

time, these services were not consitered :rehabilitation ser.y.ces.

The Smith-Fess Act-did mandate state vo ional rehabilitation

programs to work cooperatively with state workmen's compensation pro-
-,

1 grams. At the time, most state workmen's,cAl ensation programs provided

some Medical treatment and prostheses. This mandate-required the state

vocational rehabilitation agency to develop what is now referred to as

4 ,
17
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3

a cooperative agreement with the workmen's compenSation,program.
s -

Wainer-Peyser Act ,

A law mandating cooperative agpeements between state agencies was

the 1933 Wagner- Peyser Act.- The purpose of this Act wa4,to establish

state employment offices. The Act7equi4red states utilizing federal

funds and assistg4e to establish employment services and to submit'in

their operation plans provis1ns to work cooperatively wit the state

rehabilitation agency. (This cooperative agreement between the

rehabilitation agency and the state employment service was reinfo d
4

in the Vocational Rehabilitation Act Amendments of 1954,, P.L. -5.5.

, The 1954 At strenthened this by stating the state vocational rehabili-

tation program should develop a cooperative agreement to utilize the

services, particularly job placethent and employment counseling, provided
\

by the Gtate employmentftervice:

Social Security Ac'iL

Sig

e7

sagp,of the Social, Security Act of 1935, this program

has continued to increase tlq hunlber of programs provided. Many

of these programs, such as Old-Age Assistance Aid to the Blind,
A

0.

Aid to Dependent Children, Disabled Children's Services, Supplemental -.

Security Income, and Sodial Sectrity Disability Insurance, provide

useful services for rehabilitation clielits. Since these services are

' i not rehabilitation services, they c nnot be considered similar benefits

in the traditional sense, but as resources available to enhance the

client's rehabilitation prograth, 'State rehabilitation agencies do not

I.

utilize these services in'placi,/of their own services but rather,to

supple6nt the services availablerfor the client's rehabilitation program

18

e
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(Urban Institute).

The SociartSecurity Act required programs pioviding serviced for

handicapped individUals to submit plans that provided for "cooperation

ma e
of the state agency administering the program of services for crimiled

children with medical, health, nursing, and welSare grolips and arganiia-

tions and with any agency in such S?velharged with administering state

laws providipg for vocational rehabilitation of physically handicapped"

(Urban Institute).
'eh

Vocational Rehabilitation Act Amendments of 1943

'Although state rehabilitation agencies were not formally utilizing

similar benefits, the concept of utilizing other resources developed

along with the-,grokih of the state-federal vocational rehabilitation

program. The term "similaii benefits" was first included in the 1943'
-

Vocational Rehabilitation Act Amendments (P.L. 78-113). This Act man-

dated the use Of similar b nefits by "(rehbilitation program.,me

A.

Actjorovided for the federal' government to.reimburse states one-half
0

of-the cost of certain services, if.consideration was giveato deteF-

Ining the 'Client's eligibility for services from ot progras,

as pensions, conpensati.on, and /or insurance. The spe i,ces

that state agencies'were to attempt to obtain from other agencies in-

.

cluded: physical restoration, hospitalization, protheses, transporta-

tion, occupational licenses, customary occupational tools, +andmainten-

.ance during training, plus the cast of books and training materialS..
This Act also extended rehabilitation services to the mentally handi-

capped and menplly ill. State agencies, however, were not expected t8

obtain mental restoration services. from other agencies (McGowan &

Porter, 1967)%
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The,1943 legistiOn was the first formal mandate instructing

state agencies to utilize, when possible, other agencies for rehabili-
a-

tation set/vices. Yet how Was this mandate carried out? The Act required,

counselors to determine-the client's eligibility for,other programs, if

the client Was financially unable to pay for the necessary services, in

*order fOr,the rehabilitation program to receive federal funds for half

of the total cost. The state agency would then 'fund the other half.

How was this information documented? Ria counselors have tohave every

client apply for services from other agencies, even though some clients'

might obviously not meet thd eligibility requirements for these services,

or were only clients with the greatest likelihood of being eligible.

reOired to apply? How long of a delay was imposed upon serving a client

while the counselor waited for dete ination of eligibility? These

questions might have affected the lization of similai benefit and

rehabilitation services. They are still major issues impacting on the

utilization of similar benefits.

Additional Legislation

t

During the 1960's and 1970's social programs were developed. that
-1

.4;

'(.. oftered potentially useful services to rehabilitation clients.4 These

- t
enabled state rehabilitation agencies to

.

develop cooperative agroem t

,

with agencies off ring services of health, income maintenarcte, social

services, manpower- training, and educational programs. Some of the

ipecific programs available as similar benefirft'esourcessinclude:

Social Security Disability Insurance (trust fupd); Supplemental Security

Income for the Aged, Blind,,and Disabled, particularly the provisions

for rehabilitation as specified in theSocial Security Act; Medicard?
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6

particularly kidney dialysis and kidney transplant services, and medical

services fur individuals receiving disability insurance; Medicaid; Title

XX Social Services' under the Social Security Act; the Basic EduCational

Opportunity(Grant'Program (BEOG); the Comprehensive Employment and

Training Act (CETA); the Developmental Disabilities Programs; and the,

Educaon for Handicapped Children Act. Other programs that have an

impact on similar benefit utilization by the vocational rehabilitation

agency are: state scholarship programs; local mental health clinics

and services; private and government group health insurance programs;

labor union health and rehabilitation programs; and Veterans Administra-

tion health, educational, -and benefit programs.,

Rehabilitation Act of 1973

4

r
The Rehabilitation Act of 1973 (P.L. 93-112), as amended, mandated

state vocational rehabilitation agencies to utilize services from exist-

ing programas.Similiribenefits in the rehabilitation program. Similar

benefit resources are to be considered for the majority of rehabilitation

services. Services that might be obtained from-other programs include: A

1. Diagnostic and evaluation

2. Counseling, guidance, referral and placement services '

3. Vocational and training services and training services in

institutions of higher education

4. Physidal and mental restprazion services

S. Maintenance
*

6. Interpreter services for the deaf and reader services
F.s

7. Recruitment4and training services for handicapped individuals

to provide new employment opportunities in the fields of rehab-
..

, . 40

ilitation, health, welfare, public safety, law enforcement, and

21
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1 (/
10. Transportation connected with teceiving rehabilitation services

0 ---,___,

11. 'Telecomm unications, sensory and-other technological aids and
1

7

other appropriate service eiuployment

8. Rehabilitation training

services for the blind'

ervises and orientation and mobility

9. Occupational licenses, tools, equipment

and supplies

d initial

devices

Except for physical and mental restoration and maintenance.services,

the rehabilitation counselor/has to determine potential client eligi-

bility for similar benefit resources before the- tatecre7habilitation

agency is able to provide or purchase the service..{ In these instances,

the sv, e rehabilitation agency does not have to give'4,Cronsideration to

any similar benefit program potentially available to clients, ifsuch

consi ration would'signiicant,ly'delay the provision of services to a
4

rehabilitation client (Federal Register, December 5, 1974, sec. 401.45

[h] [2] ) .

1. An issue with this mandate that the term "significfnt delay" is

not definqdr e amount ofliime that constitutes a significant delay

'/ % -,,,,,,

is left to the interpretation of state agencies,ksq4erVisors, and

counselors. For some, a "significant delay" may be one week, whereas

for others a "significant delay"smay be 'one 'month or,more. (

- State rehabilitation agencies are encouraged to use similar benefits
,

to provide post-employmmt services and services lo handicapped indi-

viduals' family members (Federal Register, December 5,11974, sec. 401.45

[b][10]).. The law does not allow state rehabilitation agencies to provide,
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funds, for"training in institutkons ,of higher education "unless maximum\

efforts have been made to secure grant assistance, in whole or in part,

.
from other resources to pay for suph training" (Rehabilitation Act of

1973, p.l. 93,112, sec. 103[a][3]).

4:0

Literature Related to Similar

Benefits in Rehabilitation

This'section reviews previously conducted studies and reports con-

cerning similar benefits. The studies are reviewed in chronological

I
order.

1973 Study by the'Comptroller General

-A study was completed in April, 1973 by the Comptroller General

the United States concerning the effectiven ss of the state-federal voca-

tional rehabilitation program. The findings of',this study were based

upon a review by the Generalikccounting Office of 820 cases randomly

selected from 13,650 cases reported as cl osed i1 1970 from three states.
1,

41

In the part related to similar benefits, the repo t indicated that some

clients were recei1ing medical services and coil ge training using Voca-s

tional rehabilitatilonfida§-1Wen these services might hate been paid for

4
, .

by the clients themselves or by other agencies. The report recommended

that rehabilitation agencies should be encouraged to "-determine during

the eligibility'determination/acceptance process the cli/ent's ability

to pay for some services and/or the client's eligibility for other pro-

grams or- agencito pay for the services needed for rehabilitation.

A follow-up report to'this study was completed in Febrilary, 1976

by the United States General Accounting. Office and presented to the

23
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Subcommittee qn the Handicapped, of the U.S. Senate Committee on Labor

/

and' blic Alfare. The data for thi4 report were obtained through

interviews with personnel at the R$A central office, from a survey of

the North Carolina rehabilitation agency, and from a review of training'

services provfded.to vocational rehabilitation clientsin five states.

1This study also emphasized that state rehabilitation agencdes need to

utilize other financial aid or sources to support college,
t

business and

i.
-...'.4

vocational training to Acents. The report Toted that 45-480 the

money spent on college and vocational training could have been saved if

similar benefits had been utilized.

The study pointed out the inconsistency between the legislation

under which the state-federal rehabilitation program operates and other

.agencies offering potential similar benefit services. This often re-

sults in the "first dollar" conflict. This conflict occurs when legis-

lation requires an agency to obtain services or funds from other

agencies before expending its own resources. ikrr example f this

legislative conflict occurs between Title'XIX of,the -Social Security
N

I

Act and the Rehabilitation Act. Title XIX mandates that a state's plan

for Tedicaid shouldintlude cooperative agreements with the rehabilita-

tion agency to insure maximum utilization of vocational rehabilitation

esources. However, as specified in the Rehabilitation Act tf 1973,

state rehabilitation agencies can only provide medical services after

full consideration of sitilar itnefitsNnless such consideration would
;Tet-

cause an unnecessary delay in providing services. It was recommended

that"Congress clarify which program should pay for medical services

General Accounting Office, 1973).

to
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Rehabilitation Services Administration Survey -
-

In July, 1973 the Commissioner f the Rehabilitation Services Admihis-
-

tration (RSA) requested the ten RSA egional Commissioners
,--

to conduct a

survey to identify policies 'and procedures, that could be employed br,

state,Agencies to insure maximum utilization cif
.

similar benefits for

training and physiCal restoration services, to determine how effective

these policies and procedures were in obtaining similar'benefits, and to

identify possible methods or procedures that might pe useful in increasing
-

the utilization of similar benefits. for 'rehabilitation services.

The request for this survey was made prior to final passage of the

1973 Rehabilitation Act. However, by the time the r orts were sub-

mitted, state agencies were aware of the legislation mandating max'ilikum

efforts to obtain financial assistant- from similar benefits for training

in institutions of higher educaelo Reports were received from eight

of the ten federal regions.

The results indicated that before using vocational rehabilitation

(VR) funds for training services and higher education, most state agencies

were utilizing state scholarship programs, state university grants,
. -

/r

veteran training benefits, Basic Education Opportunity G ants, manpower

trainint, and community vocational training) programs. Services utilized

for physical restoration includeaNedicaid, Workers' Compensation bane -

fits and, when available, private insurance. Some states had developed

procedures to determine th client's eligibility for physicarl restoration/
from similar benefits in the early stages of th rehabilitation program.

When VR money is used,,the case record must be well documented, showing

de
evidence of ineligibility for, payment's from similar benefit sources

before VR funds are spent to provide the service.
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A problem identified in the survey was that some states interpreted

similar benefits or other resources to include the client's financial,

ability'to pay for part of "the rehabilitation program. Although there is-

no federal requirement to consider a client's financial. resources as a
4

similar benefit, state agenci-es are allowed to a ministrr eco ic -need

tests to determi,ne whether client participat on iofthe costs of vocational

rehabilitation will be required...

Another issue raised relates 6 conflicting legislation between
r--

agencies. Rehabilitation legislation has mandated that state agencies

use other sources for services before their,,,own service funds. However,

some of these
)(:)

ther sources have mandates their legislation to utilize

state vocational rehabilitation agency funds for services before using

their own service funds. This apparent conflict between two igenCies
'

hag been referred to as the "first dollar" problem. Although the study

. did,not provide examples of conflicting legslation, the states surveyed

expressed the need for further clarification of which agency has the
4 '

4 ,
responsibititk to proVide the service first. Such clarification will

assist state agencies in eliminating laborous negotiations between
r

the

state rehabilitation agency and other programs.
4.

State agencies also mentioned difficulties in using medicaid and

Medicare for medical services. Prol;lels encountered in Using these
(

similar benefit sources inclgded long delays in medical, insurance pay-

mehts to clients,--physicians' reluctance to.accept Medicaid or Mpdi-.

care because of the lower, fee scheeule, and delays in receiving payment
1

for services rendered. States expresied concern that delays and diffi-

culties in providing medical services through other agencies would im-

pede the client's prOgrps-towaids rehabilitation.

ti
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The findings of this study'indicateithat states in all responding

regions emphasized the need for more training and supervision to increase
\ 4 .

the utilization.of similar benefits. It was recommended that instruc-

tions dnd procedures such as case reviews be developed to help states

iWsure that similar tolOefits are being u lined to the maximum level.

Region IV. Study

Studies in the evaluation of state vocational rehabilitation agency

programsLJAAT6mmary report, ediieed by Stanford Ec Rubin, warkssued

in November, 1975 by the Rehabilitation Research and Training Center

. , .

of the University of ATkansas. This was a national project to im-

.
,

prove state rehabilitation agencA capacity to evaluate effectiveness in

meeting rehabilitation p ogram goals. This study was 'conducted in res-

ponse to the promulgation- ofe the nine ge l Standards for evaluation

of the state-fed4ral, rehabi/i,tation program. 'The purpose of the project

was to assess-Ad develop gvaluation procedures and mathods to enable
0

state agencies to respond to the evaluation Standards.' Each of the '

states in the ten federal regions was given part cle the rehabilitation
4

process tb analyze: The assignment of Region IV was the topic "utiliza
.-.

tion of available resources." Region IV examined two-questions in heirP.
c"

area dealing specifically with the issue of similar benefits. The*
. .

q,c ,

Region P/4ivea rch comhittee defined similar benefit'resources to include

the following:
t.

ti

1. Title IVIII (Medicare) and XIX (Medicaid), edipa1 pyment's

'2. Office of Education education and training benefits

3. Local and state medical health clinicijand facilities

t
44' ' Department of Labor education and training benefits

r

4. tti
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S. Title IV and VI Social Security services to the family-
.

Funding sources not included/in Region IV's definition of similar

benefits were:

1. SSI and trust funds
min

2. Private rehabilitation facilities

3. Private insurance companies

The first question was concerned with the percentage bf clients re-

ceiving,rehabilitation services paid by a third party. Three states

(Florida, Georgia, and Tennessee) responded to this question, a sample
J

too small to drawifirm conclusions. Howeve'r the results did provide
/10

several insights. For severely disabled clients,. the service paid for

most frequently by a similar benefits resource was training. The ser-

vice that received funds from. similar benefit sources the least was

maintenance. The frequency of similar benefit funds spent for tba rehab-
ly

ilitation services of service to family-members and restoration was con-

sidered moderate.

The Florida rehabilitation agency conducted a study testing the

reliability of R-300 data on the number of rehabilitation services paid

. for by similar benefit resources. The report indicated that for 79% of

the severely 'disabled clients and 86% of tht non-severely disabled

clients receiving a similar benefit service, this information was aot

recorded., This result was determined by comparing the number of services

reported on the R-300 to the number of services actually provided. This

finding suggests'that the use of similar benefits is more common and

widespread in staieyR agencies than might.be realized. In this regard,

the study committee recommended the following be undertaken: (al the
k
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development of reliable.methods to record the utilization of similar

benefit (b) the creation of a consistent definition of similaene-

fits; and (c) the training of counselors. in the use of such materials.

The second question addressed by the Region IV-study was the ratio

of on-VR funds to total expended service funds and the source of those

non-VR funds. The study members examined this question using the Florida

VR program as the data source. The findings indicated a higher propor-

tion of VR funds spend -on non-severely disabled clients who were closed

as not rehabilitated, Statuses 28 and 30, thap for severely disabled

clients Resed in those statuses. For clients closed 'as rehabilitated,

Status 26, the amount of VR to non-VR funds spent was approximately
*

equal for severely and non - severely disabled clients. Not enough infor-

mationfwasavailable to determine the reasons why more VR funds were 114,

spent for non-severely disabled, not rehabilitated clients.

Several issues regarding thel-onduct of the survey were'raised by

the respondents; For example, the tems-non-severely disabled and

severely disabled were not defined cl. rly. Other problems noted Jere:

(a) a lack of information concerning counselor involvement in obtaining

similar benefit services, and (b) case r cords that did not include the

source of funds used/br information to determine the value of non-VR

funds providing the service.

9.0

IRSA Evaluation Standards
.

On December 19, 1975, the U.S. Department of Health, Education,

and Welfare, Office of Hjinan Development Services, published the nine

le 'Standards for evaluation o the rehabilitation program in the Federal

Register. These nine Standards were developed to assist state rehabili-

tation agencies in eitaluating the effectiveness of the rehabilitation
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program.

Standard .4, data element 2,trelates totthe issue of similar bepe-

15

4

fits. Specifically, it requires state agehcies to report on the R-300

,
case report form the, types of rehabilitation services a client received;

Information reported indicates whether the service was at full, partial,

or no cost to the state rehabilitation agency. This is the only federal

reporting requirement state rehabilitation agencies have regarding the

.utilization of s t1,1ar belpfits.

Urban Institute Similar Benefits Study

This study, The usage of similar benefits in vocational rehabilita-

tion, was ,completed in August; 1976 by the Urban Institute, a private

consulting firm. It was conClucted4to identify methods and procedures

state rehabilitation agenciNs use in implementing similar benefit pro-

grams and 'to assess the effectivenesvf these methods. The Urban

Institute collected information in two phases. First, a questionnaire

was mailed to all state agendies to obtain data concerning practices
o

f and procedures employed to identify and use similar bene its. Follow-up
7. 7

interviews with state adminis,trative personnel, supervisors, and coun-

selors,,were then conducted:in 12 state agencies.

The results pf the Urban Institute study indicated that although

there are many unresolved problems concerning similar benefits, many

4 state agencies were improvipg meivilt and procedures to maximize uni-

formity of similar benefits. Differences were found to exist between

state rehabilitation agencies regarding policies and procetires used to

implement their similar benefit programs. Consistent procedures have

not been developed within or between state agencies to insure uniformity

30
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of similar benefits utiliiation., Procedures used in state agencies for

identifying and utilizirig similar benefits vary, and may include:

\(a) written agency policies, (b) supervisory review, (t) training for

counselors, (d), written manual guidelines, (e) auditing of cases by

agency, (f) authorization requirements, (g) training for other VR staff,

,(h) training for intake workers; (i) forms to review client eligibility,

(j) financial review of similar benefits, (k) staff to assist counselors

to determine eligibility, (1) dlient forms to identify eligibility, and

(m) referral units to review eligibility.

The methods identified by state rehabilitation agencies as the

most effective and most frequently used to identify and utilize similar

benefits were written agency policies, supervisory review, training

for counselors, and written manual guidelines. Although written agency,

t

policies and manual,, guidelines were deemed as the most effective and
)4

frequently used, they were gti1 not comprehensiv l enough to establish

consistent procedures for similar benefit utilization.

The quality, and quantity of review is dependent Upon the individual
10

supervisor. Supervisors have different authoization requirements and

monitoring procedures to determine the type and amount of similar bene-

fits utilized by their counselors. A standardized format for super

visory review was Tecommended by the. Urban Institute as a means to

establish consistent procedures to identify and utilize similar berie-
_,

fits throughout the state.

. . .

Training provided to counselors in the utilizatir) of similar'
,

benefits was generally felt to be inadequate because of the lack of

information available regarding utilization of simi/aplbenefit resources.

Such knowledge includes the follc*ing data about potential programs:

'31
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(a) ligibility requirements, (VI target population, (c application

proce res,'(d) type of _services provided, (e) informat. n concerning

the details.of formal and informal agreements between VR and the agency,

and (f) administrative and organizational procedures of the similar

benefits.program within the state rehabilitition agency.

Case management methods irequently used to monitor similar bene-

fits are supervisory review,..caseload audits, and authorization require-

ments for similar benefit services. Supervisory review in case manage-
.

ment(focuses on similar benefit-sources specified in the VR legislation,

such 'as Medicaid, Medicare, BEOGr, and the Veterans program. These

reviews are conducted to dptermine the extent other sources are pursued

to provide services, and if case records are adequately documented to

explain why similar benefits are not utilized. Case auditing is gen-

erally a'periodic basis to evaluate and measure the effective-

'

ness of similar benefit utilization at the service delivery level.

Authorization requirements,require counselors to dbtain approval for

services requiring the consideration of similar benefits. Before

grptini approval, the supervisor reviews the extent to which similar
t .

benefits were pursued. 4

,. .

requently used methods to support agency personnel (counselors
,I- p

,did s pervisors) efforts to increase utilization of similar benefits

are written manual guidelines and policies for similar benefit programs.

The Urban Institute study indicated that a small percentage of state

agencies employed specialty staff.to apsiit counselors in utilizing

similar'benefits for eligible cliens.. Specialty staff are counselor

aides and intake workers. The primary responsibility-of the specialty
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staff is,to assist the rehabilitation Counselor in determining client

eligibility for_the rehabilitation program and similar benefits, and
V

service coordination. The specialist is required to stay abreast of

s

-, current policies and changes that:occur with similar beriefit.rekources.

Thus the specialist serves as a resource person for the rehabilitation

counselor. The Urban Institute stated that agencies using specialty
,

staff for similar benefits believed it facilitated, in a consistent

manner, a uniform and systematic method of determining client eligi-

bility for similar benefits.

A problem cited by rehabilitation agency administrators, super-
/

ft

visors, and counselors Was the difficulty of obtaining Eooperation from

other agencies. Although'somr state rehabilitation agencies have ef-

fective cooperative agreements with similar benefit sources, many

cooperative'agreements are vaguely written and thus not very useful.

Another problem is that cooperative agreements are written from the

admiistrative level-' makes it difficult to meet the Service de-

livery needs of coUhsel9rs and clients. The Urban Institute suggested

. ,

that cooperative agreeTefts need to be written to include differenc

in policies at the local level (county, city, or region), particularly
'so

with services that are providedstate-wide, such as 'ETA, Medicaid,

Title XX, and General Assistance. Detailed written agreements providing

information on specific referral procedures, exchange of client infor-

, and coordination of services would help remove barriers that in-
n.

terfere with effective coordination of similar benefit services.

Many state agencies have found that-formal :aggreements'with school

financial aid offices are beneficial in identifying other sources to pay for

33
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a client's educ'ation or training. A problem noted by the Urban Institute

in utilizing BEOG grants is that the rehabilitation counselor is ofterr--

not informed when a client is. awarded a grant. Formal procedures need /

to be developed to insure state agencies are informed of their client's \

eligibility, acceptance, and ambunt of financial assistance received.,

The Urban Institute study indicated that rehabilitation counselors

have the main responsibility,for identifying potential similar benefits

for their clients. If VR agencies want to increase the level.of similar

benefit utilization, new procedures for systematically identifying

potential resources need to be developed-. As long as state agencies
Ir

place the major responsibility-for similar benefit,utilization on thi

rehabilitation counselor, inconsistent usage of similar benefits will

probably continue.

Three prdblems affecting the maximum utilization of similar bene-

fits, asfreported in the Urban Institute study are: (a) time delays in

providing services tpclients resulting from the use'of similar bene-

fits, (b) poor evaluation procedures at the state level to d

the use of similar benefits, and (c) the lack of standardized documen-

tation of procedures both within and between states to determine the

frequency of similar benefit utiliiation. Strvices must be provided

to clients at the time they are needed during the rehabilitation pro-

cess in order for the services to have the greatest *act on the cli-

ent's rehabilitation. Delays caused by utilizing similav-Ieneft re-
.

I .

sources can cause clients to lose interest in the rehabilitation irogram,

thus lowering the possibility of a successful rehabilitation. Many

; 34 (
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clients cannot'afford the time for a long rehabilitation program; they

are anxious to enter the working world and collect a paycheck (Urban

Institute). A number of states allow the rehabilitation counselor to

provide services from VR funds that normally would be paid for by

another agency, if a elay would occufor inadequate service would be

provided by -using th similar benefit.

Evaluation procedures used by VR agencies to determine the effect-

iv ness and utiliiation of similar benefits rely upon reviewirkg the
4

Individualized Written Rehabilitation Plan-(IWRP). Unfortunately, the

IWRP is required to indica te for what similar benefit resources

the client is eligible. To increase the effectiveness of the IWRP as

an evaluative tool, the Urban Institute suggested the following infor-

mation be added: (a) dates upon which applications or requeSts for

similar benefit services were made; (b) results of tile application
r-

procedure;, (c) the name of the similar benefit service and the agency

providing the service; (d) when the service will be provided; and

(e) an estimate of what the service costs. In this way, standardized

evaluation procedures would become meaningful and relevant to deter-
.

mining agency effectiveness in utilizing similar benefits.

The problem of inconsistent and incomplete recording of proce-
,

dures dsed in obtaining similar benefits prevents the full extent of

similar benefit usage from being measured. Without reliable data on

the number of services, obtained through similar benefits; the number and

percentage of clients eligible for similar benefits, and the osts and

benefits to the client and the VR agency resulting from the ut of

similar benefits, state VR agencies 'will be unaire to effectively

O
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analyze the impact on the VRprogram of- similar benefit utilization.

. ,

The Urban Institute concluded that although many of 'the rehabili-
"N e '

tation professionals interviewed were positive about the effects on

the VR agency of similar benefits, there is little concrete data upon
:

which to base te-premise. Thelirban Institute discussed the need

for future-Studies to determine positive or negative effects of similar
A

benefits on clients and the state rehabilitation agency. Suggested\
studies include: comparion betwlen cases utilizing similar benefits

. .,

to casesirbt utilizing similar benefits to determine if the,use of

similar benefits increases or decreases the amount of time spent in

the rehabilitation process, and how similar benefit usage affects

clients' attitudes towards their rehabilitation program.

Similar Benefits Study by the Fifth Institute oh Rehabilitation Issues

The Institute on Rehabilitatibn Isgues (IRI),funded on an ongoing

basis by RSA, organizes different study groups to discuss current issues

in rehabilitation. This docuMent, based upon the expertise of rtehabfi-

tation personnel throughout the nation, and the staffibf the Research

and Training Center of the University of Wisconsin -Stout, presents

relevant similar benefits issues. The report examines the issues oft.
similar benefits in.terms of (a) administrative issues, (b) .management

and supery

Corthell).

ry isues,fand. (c) counselor and client issues (Ottmar and

Administrative Issues. The administrative issues in similar bene-
-,

fi .focus on the discrepancies between legislation,iregulations, and
e

Rehabilitation Services Manual (1975, sec. 2015). One discrepancy

noted was that the Rehabilitation Act of 1973 (P.L. 93..112, sec. 103

[a] [2]) ancrthe regulatigais (45 CF 1351.45 [b][IV]) do not require

36
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post-employment services to 'utilize similar benefits, yet the federal

manual (1975, ,sec. 2015) stresses the ,importance of considering

similar benefits for post-employment services. Because:of this and

other discrepancis between legislation, regulations, and the federal

manual, this study group recommended that state administrators ask

RSA to clarify these ambiguous issues. Another issue raised was

whether similar benefit cooperative agreements threaten the growth

of the vocational rehahilitatiOn' program. The, problem identified was

in making agreementi with agencies that may e uncertain funding

sources, thereby making the VR program depend 'on programs tliat may

lose their financial support.

Not only are there conflicting policies and, regulations within the

state rehabilitation agency, but also between the state rehabilitation

agency and agencies providing similar benefits. Title XIX ofe

Social Security Act, as well as P.L. 94-142, Education for all Handi-

capped, require state agencies to obtain services from the state voca-

tional rehabilitation agency before providing the service themselves.

In this situation, it is necessary to work out a mutually advantageous

cooperative agreement between the two agencies which insures that

clients will be provided with a high level of service.

The study group indicated that because of the broad scope of services'

provided 14, the VR prograth, the rehabilitation agency should take

the lead in initiating cooperative agreements between agencies. At
0

the present time, legislative mandates for similar benefits'provide
0 414

enough leeway to allow state VR agency administrators to develop agree-

ments between the.VR agency and other agencies that would be advan-

'

tageous to clients, in the rehabilitation program.

37
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/M an/Management and Supervision. The management d supervision study

group discussed the need for VR managers and supervisors to encourage

the use of similar benefits. Man4gers and supervisors communicate

agency priorities and can provide leadership to rehabilitation coun-
.

selors to increase understanding and appreciation of the significance

of similar benefit utilization. Thus, administrative personnel need

to develop clear policies, procedures, and training methods to minimize

, staff confusion in aentifying and using similar benefits. Supervisors

need to make their counselors aware of the purpose of similar benefits.

_and that they, the rehabilitation counselors, will be held accountable

for the amount of similar benefit' utilization. One incentive suggested

for increasing rehabilitation cdunselor utilization of similar benefits

is to make it part of the criteria by which counselor performance will

be evaluated.

Training methods in the use of similar'benefits recOmmende

this study group include information concerning major programs that

are potentially available for similar benefit services. Specific fl.for-

mation should include type of services offered, eligibility require-

ments, referral and application procedures, and a contact person. Man-

agers and supervisors should also receive training for, developing

incentives for counselors_ using similar benefits, monitoring utilization

of similar benefits, negotiating bargaining procedures fpy use in

developing cooperative agreements, and,determining the effects of .

similar benefits on service delivery.

In developing interagency cooperative agreements, provision's need

to be included for continuous contact, communication, and informatioh
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exchange with the persons in the similar benefit agency. Financial

and program reporting could reduce the duplication, of paperwork if

the VR and the other agency agree upon standardized forms for referral

and information exchange.

Counselor and Client. The counselor-client study group dealt

with issues that have a major impact upon the client or counselor when

utilizing similar'benefits. One of the main concerns is insuring that

clients receive adequate and app;opriate rehabilitation services without

undue delay. Although counselors are required to consider similar

benefits for services they plan to provide (this is documented in the

IWRP), counselors are allowed to use VR fundi if services provided by

similar.benefit resources would not enablethe client to achieve the

-outcomes.specified in the IWRP. Delays in a client's rehabilitation

program because of wait&ng for a similar benefit resource may cause

the client to.beconie discouraged with the rehabilitation program (Ottmar

and Corthell, pp. 65-66). Therefore, the counselor i$ given leeway to

use VR funds for the service if the similadpoefenefit would Cause a

delay, in the program: Another prOblem concerned with the,client and

the use.of similar benefits is the client's attitude towards being

inv6fVed with other agencies. There May be negative connotations

associated with some programs and additional bureaucratic problems
ON

to overcome. Ts alleviate this problem, recommendations were made

to make the client as involved as possible with the need for similar

benefits- and how these benefits will help him/her achieve the rehab-
.

/
ilitation'goal. For.example; the client and the couriselor should,mect

with the staff of the agency providing the similar' benefit service to

Idiscuss.the relevance of the service to the rehabilitation plan. If
.

. t
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similar benefits are not utilized, the rationale for not utilizing

them must be documented within the Case record.

The study group indicated the role of the refiabilitation counselor

in working wit ,similar benefit resources should be one of cooperation.

It was suggested that some rehabilitation counselors are afraid of

losing control of the xase to another program. Counselors need to

understand that other agencies are capable of providing services that

are just as adequate as VR services and perhaps even better. Sometimes,

counselors trying to maintain control over a case will not release

enough information to other agencies or will not Itprovide the cli-ent,thp

with enbugh information about another service.
:)

The counselor needs to

be flexible enough in order to effectively work with the different

functions expected of a rehabilitation counselor. Counselors need to

realize that use of similar benefits doet not mean they are inadequate,

but rather that similar benefits can enhance a counselor's abilNkty to

provide adequate,and necessary services to clients.

The final issue discussed by
(the Institute on Rehabilitation

Issues Study Group was--documentation. The main responsibility for re-

cording the use of similar benefits resides with the rehabilitation

counselOr. At this point, theie is no uniform and complete national

reporting system to record how extensive the utilization'is of siMilar\

benefits. Currently, the ise df similar benefits is documented in 4

quantitative manner on the R-300 case record form. The type of infor-

mation documented, whether or not a servi6e was provided with and/or

without cost to the rehabilitation agency. The study group suggested

the completed IWRP be the main source of documentation to record the

411
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use of similar benefits. The IWRP would heed to containanformation
.®

concerning similar benefit services tile client is eligible for and the
.

.

. %.
.

specific services necessary for that client to be successfully rehab -

ilitated. The IWRP, as used in many stirts,'Opb not contain lnforma-
.

_

tion about the service- actually utilized unless,an additiOnal report

is included degCribing the actual' services provided. This increase

in, the amount of paperwork the counselor is requires to complete might

make counselors reluctant to utilize similar.,benefits. It was also

suggested to use the cost estimate provided by the IWRII,winstead of

reporting the teal cost spent for a specific service.

Information available from the R-3 0-ihcludes types.of

tatioh services provided and if they were rovided with-cost or

without cost to the state VR agency. However, types of services are

categorized into broa reas, making it difficult to use to report

similar benefit utilizatiOn.
*

It was suggested that VR agencies develop their own management
- r

information systems to monitor and accurately document the extent of

similar benefit utilization. This information could then be used in

_program and budget planning, and as a mechanism to provide feedback

to Congrest and state legislatures concerning the impact of similar

benefi state VR agencies developed methods foi accurately

reportin imilar benefits, these-4methods could be incorporated into

a national similar benefits repditing system.

I/

a Vp.

e
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4 Similar Benefit Issues

.51

The concept of sin'. benefits raises a variety-of issues 'con-
k

cerning development, utilization, and impact of these reso ces. The

first part of this section will identify and briefly discuss these

issues. TheThe second part further elabotates and clarifieg-thesissues-.

To facilitate dispussion of the issues, the UM-RRI proposed a conceptual

framework to view the concept of similar benefits within the structure

of the state-federal rehabilitation program. This conceptuarframe-

work was developed in order to systematically organize issued tSat

arise from similar enefit utilization.
4P

The conceptual framework provides a basis to examine the rela-

tionship of a similar benefits program within the context of the state-

federal rehabilitation program. The conceptual framework follows arm

inNt-prOcess-outcome model, paralleling the Rehabilitation Services

Administration subgoals of.Recruitment-and Selection, Restoratioh ana

Tralning, and Client Outcomes. The conceptual framework categories

are: (a)-Definition and Identification, (b) Process and Utilization,

and (c) Impact and Evaluation. These three categories are examined in

terms of VR program constituent audience impact...areas. dience im-

pact areas include agency administrators, rehabilitation counselors,

clients, and /\e community.

The last s tion describes procedures commonly used for evaluation
s

.of similar benefit usage. Following this is a discussion of issues re-,

la ed to assessing the impact similar benefit programs and policies have

t
on ihe state agency, counselors, clients, program sponsors and the community.

r
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Definition and Identification

, definition and Identification is concerned with federal and state

definitions of similar benefits and the identification of potential

similar benefit resources. It parallels the RSA subgoil of Recruitment
-J

and Selection, as both are concerned with identifying the eligible

population.

State Agency Issues. The rehabilitation agency's major concern

with similar benefits, in terms of Definition and Identifitation, is to

A e k
establish, policies and procedures for the identification, development,

and implementation Of the.similar benefits program within the agency.

The state agency is responsible for the identification of similar bene-

fit resources and the establishment of cooperative agreements with these

agencies.

Another issue is the nature of a simila benefit. In some instances,

a similar benefit is-an actual service. Such a service or program would

be comparable to the counterpart rehabilitation service. An example

. might be a veteran's approved training program vs. anon- approved pro-
.

Z.

In other cases, the similar44iidfit is the use of another agency's

funds to pay for a rehabilitation service. A BEOG grgnt to pay for the

same training-program the rehabilitation program would-pay for is an°

example. It is important to keep in mind .the distinction between these.

'*'*-cunttol, flexibility, and qualitytypes of similar benefits. Issues of

of.servils may vary depending on the

Rehabilitation Counselor Issues.'

type of similar benefit being used.

Issoes'relating to Definition and

Identification of similar benefits for rehabilitation counselors. deal

1,0°'7)
with implempnting the state agency's simi 7 15lenefit philosophy and

I
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and policies. At the client level the rehabilitation counselor puts

the state agency's policies into practice. Rehabilitation counselors ,

play a major role in developing effective working relationships with .

personnel from similar befit resources, including those resources

with which the state agency has established farmal

ments.

perative agree- '

Rehabilitation counselors-have a major. pohsibility for identi-

fying appropriate similar benefit resources for their clients. Thus,

ble time a counselor spends identifying and cursing similar benefits

vs. providing counseling to clients becomes an issue. The ictentification

and development of...new s enefit Agencies And changing eligibility

requirements acid regulations for existing similar benefit resour ces re-
.

4

quire a considerable amount of tim

Client Issues. Client is s are coAterned with the ability of
.

,

tie- similar benefit prag meetmeet the service needs); rehipilitation

clients without unn essary delays In providing such services., pit-
,-

viding quality services to the client can be ah issue when using simi4r

benefiti. This also relates to t e effectiveness a6d appropriateness of

the similar benefit services t client is eligible to receive.

_A factor the rehabilitatio\ counselor may need to consider is how,

the client views the similar btp fit sowelf. ,Some social agencies or
4 0

programs may be viewed as stigmati ing and a threat to-the client's self

image. The client-may refuse to receive the service because he/she does

not want to be knp s a'Clientof that-pariticular agency.

Community Issues. Community issues are related to public policies_

and legislation passed by, fectral and state legislative bodies. A k,

4%.

4.
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major concern is the distribution of federal and state funds to dif-

,Egxent agencies.. The rehabilitation agency may need to identify agen-

cies to utilize as similar benefit agencies because of lower fund4 in

.

the rehabilitation program or furiding changes in currently used

similar benefit agencies. Another issue is the amount of knowledge

and understanding potential,similar be nefit agencies have about the / *

rehabilitation` progrvil, its goals, and phlsosople.

Process and Utilization

Processand Utilization, as previously defined, is concerned with

(a) methods and procedures to implement the similar benefit program

within the \state rehabilitation agency, and (b) evaluating the useful-

ness'of these procedures. Process and utilization is related to the

RSA subgoal of Restoration and Training, as both are concerned with the

procedures required to achieve client and program goals.

State Agency Issues. Process and utilization issues for the state

agency concern procedures to process clients receiving rehabilitation

services through similar benefit resources. These deal with the necessity

for the rehabilitation agency to develop policies and procedures to

identify and tch-rehabilitation ,clients with similar benefit services.

Methods'at thii'level relate to monitoring the amount and quality-of

similar benefits being utilized in order to determine the impact of
0

similar benefits.

Rehabilitation Counselor Issues. Counselor issues include

(a) procedures to utilize similar benefits and (b) the effects similar

benefits have on caseload management. Issues in this area consist of

concerns about demands on the counselor's time, particularly the time

it
necessary to assist clients in applying for service, staying abreast

45
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of char es in similar benefit resources, and adMinistrative procedures

to monitor clieTits zeceiving services from similar benefit resources.

Client Issues. Process and Utilization issues concerning clients

pertain to the attitude and willingness of clients to utilize similar

benefit resources. Tha\client's attitude towardsobeing involved with

othereencies,may be affected by negative connotations associated with

some similar benefit programs and bureaucratic problems in applying for

services. Another important issuesds the timeliness and adequacy of
.

services provided to rehabilitation,clients in response to the client's

rehabilitation needs and'the IWRP. These are affected by state agency

policies and the rehabilitation counselor's ability to implement and

utilize the state agency's program of similar benefits.

Community Issues. Community issues involves the degree of coop-

eration and effectiveness between the rehabilitation agency and similar

benefit agencies. Information available to similar enefit agency per-

sonnel facilitates unders.tanding,rehabilitation clients' needs. The

(level of community involvement depends on the willingn mess and effect-

iveness of both the rehabilitation agency and other agencies to further

the client's rehabilitation program and goals.

Impact and Evaluation

The area'iof Impact and Evaluation concerns the impact the similar

benefits program has upon the state rehabilitation agency. This cor-

responds to RSA'& subgoal of Client Outcomes. Both are concerned with

determining the effectiveness/ of the state agency's policies and pro-

cedures in achieving client and program goals.

State Agency Issues. St to agency issues are concerned With
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similar benefits utilization within the state agency. 1,ssues determining

the impact of similar benefits include: (a) the amount of
t
agency money

saved, (b) the increase in the number -of clients served, (c) documenta-

tion of the Impact of similar benefits on clients and the agency, and

(d) determining overall documentation methods that are effective for

evaluating the similar benefits progrim.

Rehabilitation Counselor Issues. Impact and Evaluation issues for

rehabilitation counseloi:s deal with the, ability of counselors to prov

appropriate rehabilitation services as a result of using,similar bene-

fits. Methods of documenting the impact and utilization of similar.

benefits greatly affects counselors' case management procedures, parti-

cularly the amount of paperwork necessary foldocumenting state re-

habilitatiOn agency dollars saved. A concern is'whether the use of

similar benefits enables rehabilitation counselors to serve more

ti

clients. Another issue is whether or not the,,money the agency saves

through similar benefit utilization compensates for the amount of staff

time used to procure these resources.

-"The quality of similar benefit services is an issue. Question's

raised are the same as when the state agency pays for the service, such

as measuring how effective the servite,was, and whether the sere was

---,,,\comparable to the counterpart rehabilitation service.

Client Issues. The impact of similar benefits for clients is

determined by the,effect simg'ar benefit Utilization has in enabling

clients to achieve their rehabilitation goals. As such, the rehabili-

station agency needs to evaluate theeffect similar benefit utilization

has on the number of successful closures achieved. A program of similar

47
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. benefits would not be effective if it resulted in a lower number of

successfully rehabilitated clients.

-A question. arises regarding who should be served using similar

benefit resources. Given the priorities in the state-federal rehabili-

tation program, can a decision be made that'if non-severely disabled

clients are accepted for service, that service would be provided only

if similar benefit resources were available? This would leave basic

case service dollars for severely disabled clients. Such-27-poliey would

not preclude the use of similar benefits for severely disabled clients.
I

Community Issues. Impact and evaluation of similar benefits in

the community is concerned with the effect similar benefit utilization

has on similar benefit agencies, the local community, and other funding

sources. Depending on the methods and procedures used to implement

and conduct the similar benefits program, positive or negative reactions

may develop towards the state rehabilitation agency. The more successful

the rehabilitation agency is with the similar benefits program, the more

likely cooperative efforts will continue and make the similar benefits

program even more effective. With diminishing resources and inflation,

the rehabilitation program needs to creatively use simila benefits. in

order to maintain the present level of service to cliqnts.

Evalgarion"lnd Impact of similar Benefits

Evaluation of Similar Benefits

A variety Of procedures ale- employed for evaluating similar benefit,"

utilization. These procedu ;ens include. .(a) the Individualized Written

Rehabilitation Plan (IWRP), (b) case records, (c) authorization forms'

used for rehabilitation expendittresabove specified amounts, and (d)

discussions betw4n supervisors and counselors concerning utilization
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and related asgects o1f similar benefits. Unfortunately, these procedures

are not always consistent within the agency, making it difficult to

evaluate the effectiveness of similar benefit usage. Another problem

with evaluation of utilization is that many sexvices provided to clients

are, in fact, similar benefits but not documented as such.

At the national level, the R-300 client information record only

/requires general information on similar benefit usage. More specific

information about -simi benefit-services-provided'to clients-, as well

as a standardized procedure to document the amount of rehabilitation

funds saved would facilitate an understanding of the degrep.to4which

similar benefits are used. If similar benefit evaluation.procedures

are clearly specified and coordinated at a national level, this would

insure the availability of reliable data to evaluate the effects of

similar benefits id'the rehabilitation program.

Evaluation procedures are necessary to determine if there are

hipen costs in similar benefit utilization. 'For example, possible

hidden costs of a non-monetary nature include excessive demand of the

counselor's time, delays in service delivery and the quality of similar

I t

.benefit services.

,Couns elors' Time. A survey of Virginia DRS person nel conducted by

the UM-RRI in the spring of 1980 revealed that si *lar benefits, from

".the counselor's perspective:demand a considerable ount of time. More

counselor time is often required to arrange for services from'other

agencies or using other sources'

is provided using rehabilitation

a rehabilitation counselor needs

1

funds than is required if the service,

funds, To utilize similar benefits,

to obtain information concerning other

49
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agencies; their programs or services, eligibility requirements, and

application procedures. In addition, the rehabilitation counselor Est

match the client to the appropriate similar benefit agency and must make

arrangementg for that service or funds to be provided. 'Additional tiAne

is necessary if the rehabilitation counselor has to assist'the client

in filling out forms during the application process. Thus, rehabilita-

tion personnel Frequently mention
)
that the amount of time spent pur-

suingsuing a similar'benefit resource does not always seem to justify the

money saved.
c

Time Lavin Services.. Services should be provided to clients at

the timr they are needed during the rehabilitation process in order to

have the greatest impact on the client's rehabilitation. Delays caused

by utilizing similar bettnt resources can cause clients to lose interest

in the rehabilitation program, thus lowering the chances for a successful

rehabilitation. Many clients cannot afford the time for a long rehabili-

tation program, especially if their program is delayed waiting for

similar benefit funding or services. To remedy this situation', a number

of states allow the rehabilitation counselor to provide services from

VR funds that normally would be paid for by another agency, if a delay

would occur otherwise. Once approval for the use of similar benefit

funding has been obtained, the agency can be reimbursed.

'Quality of Similar Benefits. An issue related to se"\
quality is whether the services available "through a similar bene 't

resotiice are different teen those usually available through the re-
, r

habilitation agency/. Questions raised concerning the 'quality of

services include how to measure the effectiveness of the service, and

5

q

.1
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wfether the service is comparable to the counterpart rehabilitation ser-
.,

vice: However, such issues as measuring client,outcomes and the quality

of service have not been completely resolved in the basic tehabi.LitatiOn

program.

Impact of Similar Benefits on the State Agency
k

An impoftant concern is the impact similar benefit utiliiation h

on the state agency. Specific issues determining the impact Of similar

Pbenefits include: (a) the amount of agency money saved, (b) the increase

in the number of clients, served, (c) methods for documenting similar
4

benefit impact, and (d) possible 'effects of successful similar benefit

utilization.

Amount of Money Saved. State agency personnel need to identify

ways to accurately report the costs of similar benefits. Since it is

conceivable that counselors may either over or 11cler estimate what a

particular service actually costs a similar benefit agency and saves the

rehabilitation agency, it is important that precise measures of cost be

developed. Should estimates of cost savings be based on what the

similar benefit agency paid for the service, or what the rehabilitation

-swear

agency would have paid? A major question that needs to be answered is

whether or not the amount of time a rehabilitation counselor spends pur-

suing a similar benefit resource is justified in-terms of the amount of

money saved. How can the costs'of counselor time be incorporated into

the savings equation?'

Increase in Number of Clients S?irved. It is important for rehab-
_

ilitation administrators and supervisors to have precise methods for

documenting whether the agency actually serve5,a greater number of

I
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clients as a result of an active similar benefits program+ These data

can assist in evaluating how the use of similar benefits increases the

efficiency of the rehabilitation agency. From another perspective, the

state rehabilitation agency needs procedures to determine if agency

funds saved through similar benefia utilization are actually used to

serve additional clients. Rehabilitation agenciei need to clarify

whether tilizing similar benefit resources enables the state rehabili-

tation program to serve more clients or just to maintain the same

level of clients. With'Zonstant or reduced levels of federal rehabili-

tation funds and the effects of inflatiin, 'the use filar benefits

,may only enable the agency to provide services to approximately

the same number of clients previously served. .Without accurate methods

to determine the amount of agency funds saved through similar benefit

utilization, the rehabilitation agency will have difficulty determining

the number of additional clients'served by the VR program.

Documentation of.Similar Benefit Impact. Similar benefit usage

and effectiveness can be monitored by (a) the Individualized Written

Rehabilitation Plan (IWRP), (b) case reCords---Tc) authorization forins

used for rehabilitation eZpenditurei above specified amounts, and

(d) written and verbal communication between supervisors atin:oUn-

selors. Many times, however, monitoring procedures to determine the

utilization of similar benefits are not always consistent. This pre-

sents difetculties evaluating similar benefit usage.This lack of

consistency makes it difficult to compare similab(enefit utiliza-

tion within and between states. Different methods and procedures

used to obtaina,gimilar benefitidata make comparisons between states

difficult.

52
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Possible Effects of Successful Similat-Benefit Utilization. A fear /r.

expressed is thatthe rehabilitation agency will lose its identktg_if 'j/

similar benefit utilization is too successful. The rehabilitation agency

may become too dependent. on funds and services of other agencies."

These resources may be less stable than rehabilitation monies and may

?
eventually disappear or be terminated. However, funds currently available

to rehabilitation agencies are also vulnerable to budgetary cutbacks.

Under these circumstances, the use gfe-similar benefits provides alter-

native funding and service resources which can be made available to

rehabilitation clients.

Impact Similar Benefits on Rehabilitation Counselors'

Rehabilittion counselor issues pertaining to impact deal with the

ability of counselors to improve service delivery as a result of using

similar benefits. Mathods of documenting the impact and utilization of

similar benefits can influence case management procedures, the amount

of clerical and administrative wor necessary for documenting similar

benefit utilization, and the ama6t of state rehabilitation agency-

dollars saved. Of concern to rehabilitation counselors is the impact

of similar benefits on caseload size. A related issue is whether the

funds saved through similar benefit utilization compensates for the

staff time used.to procure these resources.

Effects of Similar Benefit Utilization on Caseload Management.

Similar benefit utilization affects caseload management. Additional

counselor time is required to arrange for services or funds from other

agencies than is required Itf rehabilitation funds are used. To utilize

similar benefits, a rehabilitation Counselor must often take the time
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to obtain information concerning other agencies, their programs and ser-
.

vices, eligibility requirements, and application procedures. This is

especially true if these conditions change or if personnel turnover

occurs. The rehabilitation counselbr needs to match, the client to the

appropriate similar benefit agency and must make arrangements for ser-

vices or funds .to be provided. Another time-consuming fae r can he

obtaining feedback concerning the client's progress. Pus ible feedback

mechanisms include reports written by the similar benefit) agency, periodic

phone calls or site visits reporting on the client's progress, and

meetings between the client:the rehabilitation counselor, and personnel

from the similar benefit agency. edback allows e rehabilitation

counselor to make decisionsioncerning the adequac and effectiveness of

the service received by the client, the client's attitude tiard the

servise,and the benefits received.by the client from the service.

Rehabilitation counselors will not be effective in coordinating the

client's rehabilitationprogram if they are unaware of the client's

progress. ,

Documentation of similar benefit utilization demands' counselor

time. It is important that administrative and supervisory personnel

be sensitive to the demands additional paperwork tequirements make on

the counselor, Where posslble, existing forms and documents should be

revised before developing new reporting mechanisms.

Counselor's Role in Similar Benefit Utilization. The r 'ehabilita-

tion counselor's role in similar benefit utilization should be one of

cooperation.. Counselors need to recognize that other agencies are

capable of providing services that can be just as adequate as VR

44,
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servicsis, ..perhaps even better. . es counselors will not release

.enotighinfortnation to other agenc will not provide the client with
A.

enough information bout anotheAervice because the rehabilitation

counselor is 'trying to maintain control over 'the case,.

.1 ,

0 ,,
Another role for counselors is to kee reast of potential similar

bengit resources, servicer, and eligita ity requirements. This is

necessary because new programs often become available,.and even in existingsL

programs eligibi ty,requirpments, application procedures, and services

change.
.

. .

. Usegpinei0Of Spedialty Staff. Similar behefit-speeialists are,

Y ,

useful in (a) identifying and obtaining information concerning similar

benefits, and (b) assisting with the.administrative procedures involved

in bbtain -ing such services for clients. The similar benefit specialist

could be 'reslansible for assisting the counselor in identifying and

-

'-'s

arranging
,

similar benefit resources for clients. The specialist
.

would

, also assist the counselor-by helping the clieDt through the application

process. Follow-up and-case record docUmentatIon on the client's progress

could also be done by the similar benefit specialist.

Impact of Similar' Benefits on Clients

T he impact oesimilar benefits on clients .is determined by th
;i55

effect similiar'benefitautiliation has in enabling clients to achieve

/'
their rehabilitation goals. e rehabilitation agOcy's major. responsi-

4
bility ls.to assist° salient in achieving their rehabilitation goals. As

such, the rehabilitation agency needs to evaluate the effect vimilar

benefit utilizat4has on £he number of successful closures achieVid.

Obviously, similar benefit utilization would not be effective if it
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resulted in 'a lower percentage of successfully rehabilitated clients.
r.

Quality of Similar Benefit Services. An issue_related to,service

qualityots whether the

resource are different

rehabilitation agency.

services available through a similar benefit

than those services usually available

This can occur when a rehabilitation
- ;

client fulfills certain eligibility requirements that entitle

through the

agency

him/her to

services outside the rehabilitation agency that are not.usually available

1
to every rehabilitatji client. A related issue is the degree to which

the rehabilitation program is able to control the quality'of services

,available T1166clients through similar benefit agencies,.

Because the rehabilitation counselor is responsible for documenting

the outcomes of similar benefit utilization, it, is imperative that they

receive feedback from other agencies concerning the result of services,

provided to clients. This will facilitate effectiVe coordination o

services. Feedback allows the rehabilitation,counselor to, make decisiods

concerning the adequacy and effectiveness of the services received by

thoWient, the client's attitude toward the ,service, and the amount of

4

"benefits received by the client from service.,4 Rehabilitation

counselors will not be able to effectively coordinate the client's

."

rehabi- litation program if they are unaware of the client's progresi.

Client Reaction1 and Feelings Toward Similar Benefit Services. A

problem sometimes encountered with the client and the rise of similar

benefits is the client's attitude towards being involved with other

agencies. There may.be negative connotations associated with some

prOgrams and the additional bureaucratic obstacles td overcome. To

alleviate this problem, it is recommended that the client be as-involved

'4
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as possible withrthe need for similar benefits and how these resources

el

a

1 help him/her achieve the rehabilitation goals. For example, the

client and the counselor could meet with the staff of the agency pro-

viding the similar benefit.,,servioe.to discuss the relevance of the ser-

vice to the rehabilitation, plan.

Effects of Similar Benefits on Clients' Rehabilitation Goals. One
ti

of the main concerns with similar benefit utilization is insuring that

clients receive adequate and appropriate rehabilitation services. Al-.

though counselors. are required to consider similar benefits for services

they plat to provide, and to document this in the IWRP, counselors are

allowed to use VR funds if similar benefit services would not enable

the client to achieve the outcomes specified in the rWRP. Delays in a

-,

.
client's rehabilitation program because of waiting for a similar benefit

resource may cause the client, to become discouraged with the rehabilita-

,tion program.

Impact of,Similar Benefits on the Community

The impact of similar benefits on the community is concerned with

the effects similar benefit utilization has on similar benefit agencies,

the local cdhmunity, and other funding sources. Depending on the methods

and procedures used to implement`arid conduct the similar benefits pro-

gram, positive or negative reactions may develop towards the state

rehabilitation agency. The more success ul the rehabilitation agency is'

with the similar benefits program, the more likely the community, legis-

lators, and other funding sources and similar benefit agencies will

work with the rehabilitation agency to make the similar benefits, program

more effective. This is especially critical today, as accountability
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has become a major concern. With diminishing resources and the impact

of inflation, the rehabilitation progiam needs to be _creative in using

similar benefits just to. maintain the presRnt level of service to

- ;7. .

clients. How e4ph dollar is spent is scrutinized much,more thoroughly
lb

today than in the past. .

r

First Dollar Conflict, The "first dollar" conflict refers to con-

flicting legislation between the sate rehabilitation agency and other
A

agencies or programs that are potential sources of similar benefits.

The legislation for 'these agencies Often stipulates that they seek out

the services or funds of agencies before using their own re-

sources. An example of this problenjs between the stat rehabilitation

agency and Title XIM'of the Social Security Act (Medicaid). Title XIX

states, "A state plan for medical assistance must provde fOr entering

into cooperative arrangements with the state agencies responsible

for administering and supervising the administration of health sell -N

vices and vocational rehabilitation services in the state looking

- toward maximum utilization of-such services in the provision of medi-

cal assistance under the plan." The.RehabilitatiOn Act, as interpreted

in the Federal Register and through program regulations, stipulates

to the rehabilitation agency, "Eac state isur§6c1 to pursue aggres-
.

sively.cooperative arrangements whifh allow for the use of Title XIX

money for medical. services whenever necessary during the rehabilita-

tion plan" (Program Regulation Guide, May 13, 1974). Thus, both

agencies are required in their legislation to utilize the funds of the

other agency first.

Besides Title XIX of the Social Security Act, P.L. 94-142, Education
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for all Handicapped Children, requires'state agencies to obtain services

from, the state vocational rehabilitation agency before providing the

service themselves. In this situation, it is necessary to work out a

Mutually advantageous cooperative agreement between the two agencies

that will insure that clients are provided with a high Itvel of service.

Information Necessary for Effective Cooperative Agreements. Cooper-

ative agreements between the state rehabilitation agency and similar

benefit agencies can be either formal or informal. Formal agreements

are written agreements orig.ontractslipecifying the-nature and extent of

cooperation between two agencies in providing services to mutual clients.

It is Important for the contract to include the purpose and goal of the

contract, eligibility requirements and procedures, names of contact per-

sons in each agency, the types of services that will be provided, the

length o time e contract is effective, and provisions fOr contract

revisions if these .ecome necessary. It should also be stated clearly

what the responsibilities are foi each agency in providing and coor-

dinating services to client To make, formal cooperative agreements

effective, it is necessary for close working relationships to exist

between'personneI at the state rehabilitation agency and similar benefit

resources. In developing inter- agency cooperative agreements, provisions

need to be included for continuous contact, communication, and information

exchange. Duplication of paperwork in financial and program reporting

could be reduced if the VR and the other agency agree'upon standardized

forms for ,eferral and information exchange!

Responsibilities of Administrators and Counselors in Cooperative

Agreements.' Administrators need to establish, clear guidelines that are

hpneficial to clients of both the rehabilitation and similar benefit \-

59
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agencies. This will help foster cooperative relationships between ser-

vice agencies so that clients of all agencies receive appropriate and

needed services on a timely basis. Informal agreements led relation-
,

ships help facilitate the delivery-6r services to clients by providing

avenues of communication to the similar benefit agency through which

the rehabilitation counselor is able to obtain necessary information on

eligibility requirements, appropriateness of service, as well as the

client's progress in the similar benefit program. Positive relation'

ships between agencies help foster cooperation and trust, thus bene-

fiting the Client. InformF agreements are often basedcon personal

communication and Cooperation. If is often said that formal written

cooperative agreements are not worth the paper they are written on

because of thp lack of personal communication and input between-staff

of the VRI'b.nd similar benefit agencies. Informal agreements and rela-

tionships between agency counselors are to be encouraged.

Feedback Concerning Similar Benefit Outcome. Feedback mechaniims

should be specified to assure`the referral counselor is provided with

adequate information concerning the client's progress. Feedback

mechanisms can include a final report written after the client receives

the service, periodic phone calls or site visits reporting on the

client's piogress, and/or a final meeting between the client, the

rehabilitation counselor, and personnel from the similar benefit agency

who administered the service.

L
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Summary

The first section of this Volume presented an overview of the

legislative history and development of the similar benefits program in

the state-federal rehabilitation program. The legis4tive history of

similar benefits paiallels the development of the state - federal rehab-

ilitation program.

The second section reviewed literature relevant to the similar

benefits program in rehabilitation. The literature review indicated

a predominant concern with identification of similar befiefits,'eligi-

bility determination procedures,,and mtthods'to document the impact of

similar benefit utilization on clients and the rehabilitation agency.

Other issues presented were conflicting legislation between different

agencies resulting in the "first dollar" conflict, timeliness and

adequacy of similar benefit services, aid the effects of similar

benefit utilizStion on the state agency, rehabilitation counselors,

and clients.

The thirdsection of this Volume focused on a 'discussion of

,similar benefit issues and the evaluation of the_impacts similar bene-

fits have on the VR program. Many issues are still unresolved. In

addition, problems remain in terms of documenting the impact of

similar benefits. The remaining Volumes address the issues raised.
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